Abstract. Given a set of point correspondences in two images, the existence of a fundamental matrix is a necessary condition for the points to be the images of a 3-dimensional scene imaged with two pinhole cameras. If the camera calibration is known then one requires the existence of an essential matrix.
Introduction
Computer vision motivates the following basic question in multiview geometry: Question 1. Given a set of point correspondences {(x i , y i ) ∈ R 2 ×R 2 , i = 1, . . . , m}, are these the (corresponding) images in two pinhole cameras of m points in R 3 ?
Depending on whether we know the intrinsic calibration of the cameras or not, the classic answer to this question is a necessary condition in terms of either the essential matrix [Longuet Higgins, 1981] or the fundamental matrix , Faugeras et al., 1992 , Hartley, 1992a , Hartley, 1992b and it goes as follows:
A set of point correspondences {(x i , y i ) ∈ R 2 × R 2 , i = 1, . . . , m} comes from m points in R 3 with two uncalibrated (resp. calibrated) cameras only if there exists a fundamental matrix F (resp. essential matrix E) such that the (x i , y i ) satisfy the epipolar constraints [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003, Chapter 9] . A fundamental matrix F is any real 3 × 3 matrix of rank two, and an essential matrix E satisfies nine additional cubic Demazure polynomials. Under mild genericity conditions on the point correspondences, the existence of these matrices is also sufficient for the correspondences (x i , y i ) to be the images of a 3D scene.
This however is not a satisfying answer, as it has replaced one existence question about a three-dimensional scene and pair of pinhole cameras with another about the existence of a 3 × 3 matrix. Thus, to answer Question 1, we now have to answer: Question 2. Given a set of m point correspondences (x i , y i ) in R 2 × R 2 , does there exist a fundamental (essential) 
matrix relating them via the epipolar constraints?
The answer to Question 2 is known to varying degrees in several special cases, but a complete answer has remained elusive. For example, in the calibrated situation, Lee and Thomas were partially supported by NSF grants DMS-1115293 and DMS-1418728. Sturmfels was partially supported by NSF grant when m = 5, there exists up to 10 distinct and possibly all complex essential matrices [Demazure, 1988] . In the uncalibrated scenario, when m ≤ 7 there always exists a real rank deficient matrix satisfying the epipolar constraints [Hartley, 1994 , Sturm, 1869 . This matrix is not guaranteed to have rank two and therefore may not be a fundamental matrix. Thus, the so-called Seven Point Algorithm is not guaranteed to return a fundamental matrix as a solution. Another result for m = 7, by Chum et al. [Chum et al., 2005] , states that if five or more points are related by a homography, then there always exists a fundamental matrix for all of them.
In this paper we give a complete answer to Question 2 for fundamental matrices: we determine the exact conditions on (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x m , y m ) under which a real rank two matrix satisfying the epipolar constraints exists. They yield an efficient algorithm that takes the point pairs as input and verifies whether they have a fundamental matrix. To our knowledge such a direct test on point pairs does not exist in the literature. The usual method is to use the point pairs to first find a fundamental matrix by solving the epipolar constraints for a rank deficient matrix. This involves non-linear algebra and methods to solve polynomial systems. Our check only needs the point pairs and linear algebra.
For essential matrices, our answer is conditioned on the rank of a certain m × 9 data matrix Z. If rank(Z) ≤ 3 or rank(Z) ≥ 7 we give precise conditions for the existence of a real essential matrix. If 4 ≤ rank(Z) ≤ 6 we characterize, for all values of m, when the Demazure polynomials [Demazure, 1988] have a (possibly complex) solution.
The key technical task is to establish conditions for the intersection of a linear subspace with a fixed set that is described in terms of polynomials. That fixed set is the set of real rank two matrices (in the uncalibrated case), or the variety of essential matrices (in the calibrated case). The existence conditions we derive are in terms of polynomials in the 2m coordinates of (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x m , y m ). These polynomials represent a new class of two-view invariants, free of fundamental (essential) matrices.
In the remainder of this section we establish our notation and some basic facts about cameras and projective varieties. Section 2 considers the existence problem for the fundamental matrix and Section 3 does so for the essential matrix. We conclude in Section 4 with a discussion of the results and directions for future work.
1.1. Notation. Capital roman letters (say E, F, X, Y, Z) denote matrices, and upper case calligraphic letters denote sets (say E, F ). For a matrix F , the corresponding lower case letter f denotes the vector obtained by concatenating the rows of F . All polynomials have coefficients in a field F, which is usually either R or C. The projective space P n F is F n+1 in which we identify u and v if u = λv for some λ ∈ F \ {0}. For example (1, 2, 3) and (4, 8, 12) are the same point in P 2 R , denoted as (1, 2, 3) ∼ (4, 8, 12). The set of m × n matrices with entries in F is denoted by
is a skew-symmetric matrix whose rank is two unless v = 0. Also, [v] × w = v × w, where × denotes the vector cross product.
We use [m] to denote the set {1, . . . , m}. For A ∈ F m×n , we have ker F (A) = {u ∈ F n : Au = 0}, and rank(A) = n − dim(ker F (A)). We use det(A) to denote the determinant of A. Let q ij (A) denote the 2 × 2 minor of the 3 × 3 matrix A, obtained by dropping the i-th row and j-th column. Points x i and y i in R 2 will be identified with their homogenizations (x i1 , x i2 , 1) ⊤ and (y i1 , y i2 , 1) ⊤ in P 2 R . Also, we write y
1.2. Camera Matrices. A pinhole camera can be modeled by a real 3×4 matrix P defined up to scale with rank(P ) = 3. Partitioning a camera as P = A b where A ∈ R 3×3 , we say that P is a finite camera if A is nonsingular, and an infinite camera otherwise. In this paper we restrict ourselves to finite cameras. The unique point in P 3 R represented by a generator c ∈ R 4 of ker R (P ) is called the center of the camera P . For a finite camera, the center is c = (
R . Two cameras P 1 and P 2 are coincident if their centers coincide; else they are non-coincident. A camera P defines a linear projection P 3 R \{c} → P 2 R given by w → P w. The point P w ∈ P 2 R is the image of w in the camera P . By de-homogenizing (i.e. scaling the last coordinate to be 1), we can view the image P w as a point in R 2 . A finite camera P can be written as P = K R t , where t ∈ R 3 , K is an upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal entries known as the calibration matrix, and R ∈ SO(3) is a rotation matrix that represents the orientation of the camera coordinate frame. If the calibration matrix K is known, then the camera is said to be calibrated, and otherwise the camera is uncalibrated. The normalization of a calibrated camera P = K R t is the camera K −1 P = R t . If P w = x is the image of w in the calibrated camera P , then K −1 x is called the normalized image of w, or equivalently, it is the image of w in the normalized camera K −1 P . Thus if a camera P is calibrated we can remove the effect of the known calibration K by passing to the normalized camera K −1 P and normalized images K −1 x.
1.3. Epipolar Matrices. In this paper we use the name epipolar matrix to refer to either a fundamental matrix or essential matrix derived from the epipolar geometry of a pair of cameras. These matrices are explained and studied in [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003, Chapter 9 ]. An essential matrix is any 3 × 3 real matrix of the form E = SR where S is a skew-symmetric matrix and R ∈ SO(3). Essential matrices are characterized by the property that they have rank two (and hence one zero singular value) and two equal non-zero singular values. An essential matrix depends on six parameters, three each from S and R, but since it is only defined up to scale, it has five degrees of freedom.
The essential matrix of the two normalized cameras I 0 and R t is E = [t] × R. For every pair of imagesx andỹ in these cameras of a point w ∈ P 3 R , the triple (x,ỹ, E) satisfies the epipolar constraint
Further, any E = SR is the essential matrix of a pair of cameras as shown in [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003, Section 9.6.2] .
If the calibrations K 1 and K 2 of the two cameras were not known, then for a pair of corresponding images (x, y) in the two cameras, the epipolar constraint becomes
is the fundamental matrix of the two uncalibrated cameras. This is a rank two matrix but its two non-zero singular values are no longer equal. Conversely, any real 3 × 3 matrix of rank two is the fundamental matrix of a pair of cameras [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003, Section 9.2] . A fundamental matrix has seven degrees of freedom since it satisfies that rank two condition and is only defined up to scale.
Chapters 9 and 17 in [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003 ] offer other definitions of fundamental matrices. For example, consider any pair of non-coincident uncalibrated cameras P 1 and P 2 with centers c 1 and c 2 . Then [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003, Equation 9 .1] says that their fundamental matrix is
It is also mentioned in [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003, Section 9.6 .2] that the set of fundamental matrices can be parametrized as F = [b] × H, where b is a non-zero vector and H is an invertible matrix 3 × 3 matrix. We will use this in Section 2.
1.4. Projective Varieties. We recall some basic notions from algebraic geometry [Cox et al., 2007 , Eisenbud, 1995 
Given homogeneous polynomials h 1 , . . . , h t ∈ R[u], we use the notation V C := {u ∈ P n C : h i (u) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , t} for their projective variety over the complex numbers, and V R := V C ∩ P n R for the set of real points in V C . Definition 5 (Irreducibility). A projective variety V ⊆ P n C is irreducible if it is not the union of two nonempty proper subvarieties.
The following result is standard and crucial to this paper: For any A ∈ C m×(n+1) , the linear space ker C (A) = {u ∈ P n C : Au = 0} can be viewed as an irreducible projective variety. Its dimension is n − rank(A). This is one less than the dimension of ker C (A) as a vector space. For example, suppose A ∈ R 7×9 has rank seven. Then as a projective variety, the dimension of ker C (A) equals one. If V ⊆ P Given the homogeneous polynomials h i that cut out a projective variety V, we can compute dim(V), degree(V), and irreducible components, using Gröbner bases [Cox et al., 2007] .
Fundamental Matrices
Following Section 1.3, a fundamental matrix is any real 3 × 3 matrix of rank two defined up to scale [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003, Section 9.2.4] . We denote the set of fundamental matrices by
Recall that in our notation, the vector f is the concatenation of the rows of the matrix F . Let R 1 := {a ∈ P 8 C : rank(A) ≤ 1} be the set of complex rank one matrices, and R 2 := {a ∈ P 8 C : rank(A) ≤ 2} the set of complex matrices of rank at most two, up to scale. These are irreducible projective varieties in P 8 C , with dim(R 2 ) = 7, degree(R 2 ) = 3 and dim(R 1 ) = 4, degree(R 1 ) = 6.
where the q ij are the 2 × 2 minors of a 3 × 3 matrix, and R 2 = {a ∈ P 8 C : det(A) = 0}. On the other hand,
R is not a variety, but only a quasi-projective variety over R. Suppose we are given m homogenized point correspondences {(x i , y i ), i = 1, . . . , m} ⊂ P 2 R × P 2 R . We represent these data by three matrices with m rows:
This notation allows us to write the epipolar constraints (2) as Zf = 0. Hence a fundamental matrix F exists for the m given point correspondences if and only if the linear subspace ker R (Z) intersects the quasi-projective variety F . In symbols,
We will characterize the conditions on the m × 9-matrix Z under which (5) holds.
If rank(Z) = 9, then ker R (Z) ⊂ P 8 R is empty, so there is no fundamental matrix. Hence, we may assume rank(Z) ≤ 8. If rank(Z) = 8 then ker R (Z) is a point a in P 8 R , given by a 1-dimensional space of matrices A. The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 9. If rank(Z) = 8 then Z has a fundamental matrix if and only if
ker R (Z) = {a} has the property that det(A) = 0 and q ij (A) = 0 for at least one of the 2 × 2 minors q ij that cut out R 1 . In that case, A is the unique fundamental matrix for Z.
We illustrate Lemma 9 in the simplest possible situation.
Example 10. [m = rank(Z) = 8]: Consider eight point correspondences such that Z ∈ R 8×9 has rank 8. Let Z i denote the 8×8 matrix obtained from Z by deleting the ith column. By Cramer's rule, the unique (up to scaling) 
. Then Z has a fundamental matrix if and only if
and at least one of the nine 2 × 2 minors of A is not zero. These minors are
Remark 11. Notice that in Example 10, the check in Lemma 9 was written directly in terms of Z, or equivalently, the point correspondences {(x i , y i ) : i = 1, . . . , 8}. In fact, whenever rank(Z) = 8, for any value of m, an element in ker R (Z) is of the form a
where Z S is a maximal submatrix of Z with eight rows, and all non-zero vectors a S are the same up to scale. Therefore, Z has a fundamental matrix if and only if any non-zero a S passes the test in Example 10.
We now examine what happens when rank(Z) ≤ 7. First, a few easy facts:
(
Proof: (1) is well known [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003 , Section 11.1.2] and holds since the 3 × 3-determinant is a cubic polynomial. Fact (2) follows from (1) since a cubic has at most three real roots. For (3), note that every element in ker R (Z) is of the form M (u) for some u ∈ R t . Therefore, det(M (u)) is the zero polynomial if and only if all matrices in ker R (Z) have rank at most 2. The last claim comes from the fact that the polynomials q ij cut out R 1 .
Despite Lemma 12 (1), even when rank(Z) ≤ 7, Z may not have a fundamental matrix since ker R (Z) may be entirely inside R 1 . Here is such an example.
Example 13. Consider the following seven point correspondences:
Here rank(Z) = 7 and ker R (Z) is spanned by the rank one matrices All nine 2 × 2-minors of the following matrix are identically zero:
We are in the situation of Lemma 12 (4): all matrices in ker R (Z) have rank one.
Let us now see what happens if the rank of Z is small. One would expect that a large kernel would make intersection with F easier. Indeed this is the case. To prove this, we start with a generalization of a result of Chum et al. [Chum et al., 2005] . Recall that a homography on P Proof: Recall that a fundamental matrix can be written in the form
where b is a non-zero vector in R 3 and H is a real invertible matrix. Then the epipolar constraints can be re-written as
The equivalence of (7) and (8) follows from the fact that p ⊤ (q × r) = −q ⊤ (p × r). The matrix in (9) is of size 3 × m. A sufficient condition for it to have rank less than 3 is for m − 2 or more columns to be equal to zero. This is the case if m − 2 or more of the pairs (x i , y i ) are related by the homography H.
The observation about the scalar triple product and the resulting rank constraint has also been used by Kneip et al. [Kneip et al., 2012] but only in the calibrated case. Using the above lemma we can now prove the following. ). It is straight forward to see that if rank(Z) = k then there exists a set τ ⊆ [m] of size k such that rank(Z τ ) = k and Z has a fundamental matrix if and only if Z τ has a fundamental matrix. Thus, we can restrict our discussion to the case m ≤ 4, with Z having full row rank.
For m = 1 and m = 2, H = I, the identity matrix satisfies equation (9). For m = 3, one can always construct an invertible matrix H such that y 1 ∼ Hx 1 which implies that y 1 × Hx 1 = 0 and equation (9) is satisfied.
Let us now consider the case m = 4. Since we assumed that rank(Z) = 4, we must have rank(X) ≥ 2 and rank(Y ) ≥ 2. To see this, recall that each row of Z is
Since Y is a 4 × 3 matrix, rank(Y ) ≤ 3, and so there is a non-zero vector µ such that µ ⊤ Y = 0, i.e.,
If rank(X) = 1, we may assume that all rows of X are scalar multiples of x 1 . In fact, since the last coordinate of any x i is one, all rows are equal to x 1 . Then
This means that rank(Z) < 4 which is a contradiction. Therefore, rank(X) ≥ 2.
To see (11), note that the first coordinate of µ ⊤ Z is
by (10). Similarly all the other coordinates of µ ⊤ Z are also zero. Exchanging the roles of X and Y we also get that rank(Y ) ≥ 2.
If we can find two indices i and j such that the matrices x i x j and y i y j both have rank 2 then we can construct an invertible matrix H such that y i ∼ Hx i and y j ∼ Hx j and that would be enough for (9). Without loss of generality let us assume that the matrix x 1 x 2 is of rank 2, i.e., x 1 ∼ x 2 . If y 1 y 2 has rank 2 we are done. So let us assume that this is not the case and y 2 ∼ y 1 . Since rank(Y ) ≥ 2, we can without loss of generality assume that y 3 ∼ y 1 . Since x 1 ∼ x 2 , either, x 3 ∼ x 1 or x 3 ∼ x 2 . In the former case, i = 1, j = 3 is the pair we want, otherwise i = 2, j = 3 is the pair we want.
We next characterize when ker R (Z) contains a rank one matrix. (12) then Z has a fundamental matrix. In order to get a complete characterization of when Z has a fundamental matrix, we need to understand precisely when ker R (Z) contains a rank two matrix. There are two cases:
either (1) all matrices in ker R (Z) have rank at most 2, i.e., ker R (Z) ⊆ R 2 or (2) ker R (Z) contains an invertible matrix.
By Lemma 12 (3), case (1) is witnessed by det(M (u)) = det( t i=1 A i u i ) being the zero polynomial, where {A 1 , . . . , A t } is a basis of ker R (Z). Further, we can check if ker R (Z) ⊆ R 1 by using Lemma 12 (4). If some 2 × 2 minor of M (u) is not the zero polynomial, then ker R (Z) contains a rank two matrix. Therefore, we can focus on case (2) in the rest of this section. In that case, det(M (u)) is a non-zero polynomial. We begin with a lemma that guarantees a rank two matrix in ker R (Z). Proof: We first consider the case when L is a projective line, i.e., L = {Aµ + Bη : µ, η ∈ R} for some A, B ∈ R 3×3 , with B invertible. Then B −1 L = {B −1 Aµ + Iη : µ, η ∈ R} is an isomorphic image of L and contains a matrix of rank two if and only if L does. Hence we can assume L = {M µ − Iη : µ, η ∈ R} for some M ∈ R 3×3 . The homogeneous cubic polynomial det(M µ − Iη) is not identically zero on L. When dehomogenized by setting µ = 1, it is the characteristic polynomial of M . Hence the three roots of det(M µ − Iη) = 0 in P 1 are (µ 1 , η 1 ) ∼ (1, λ 1 ), (µ 2 , η 2 ) ∼ (1, λ 2 ) and (µ 3 , η 3 ) ∼ (1, λ 3 ) where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are the eigenvalues of M . At least one of these roots is real since det(M µ − Iη) is a cubic. Suppose (µ 1 , η 1 ) is real. If rank(M µ 1 − Iη 1 ) = rank(M − Iλ 1 ) = 2, then L contains a rank two matrix. Otherwise, rank(M − Iλ 1 ) = 1. Then λ 1 is a double eigenvalue of M and hence equals one of λ 2 or λ 3 . Suppose λ 1 = λ 2 . This implies that (µ 3 , η 3 ) is a real root as well. If it is different from (µ 1 , η 1 ), then it is a simple real root. Hence, rank(M µ 3 −Iη 3 ) = 2, and L has a rank two matrix. So suppose ( 
Here rank(Z) = 7 and ker R (Z) is spanned by the following matrices of rank 1 and 3: We find that det(M (u)) = det(A 1 u 1 + A 2 u 2 ) = 96(u 1 + 187u 2 )u 2 2 is not a power of a linear form. The combination (−187)A 1 + A 2 is a rank two matrix in ker R (Z).
Lemma 17 is only a sufficient condition for the existence of a rank two matrix in ker R (Z). This means that when det(M (u)) is indeed the cubic of a linear form, ker R (Z) may or may not contain a rank two matrix, as the following examples show. 
The unique (up to scale) rank-deficient matrix in ker R (Z) is the rank one matrix
( Here, A 2 is a fundamental matrix of Z. To finish, we need to be able to decide if ker R (Z) contains a rank two matrix when det restricted to ker R (Z) is of the form (b ⊤ u) 3 for a non-zero vector b. Here we write ker R (Z) as the space of matrices M (u) = t i=1 A i u i . The rank deficient matrices in ker R (Z) correspond to solutions u of det(M (u)) = 0. Since det(M (u)) = (b ⊤ u) 3 , for any M (u) in our situation, the rank-deficient ones are precisely those in the set
ii) Now consider the seven point correspondences given by
Y =           1 0 1 1 3 0 1 1 3 −1 1 1 −1 1 1 2 −1 1 4 −2 1 2 −2 1           and X =           −1 0 1 −3 0 1 6 3 1 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 1           .
Here ker R (Z) is spanned by the matrices
. Now, recall that for a 3 × 3 matrix to be of rank 2, at least one of its 2 × 2 minors q ij must be non-zero. Thus we have:
Example 23. We illustrate Lemma 22 for Example 20 (ii). Recall that M (u) =
has rank 2 for u 2 = 0, and A 2 is the fundamental matrix.
We now have a complete procedure to check if a given set of point correspondences {(x i , y i ) : i = 1, . . . , m} has a fundamental matrix. Our algorithm is displayed below. Its input is the matrix Z that is derived from the points x i and y i as in (4).
Algorithm 1 Existence check for the fundamental matrix
We offer several comments. Algorithm 1 has no restriction on m or the rank of Z. The case rank(Z) = 9 is excluded at the start. If rank(Z) = 8, then M (u 1 ) = Au 1 where a is a generator of the one dimensional vector space ker R (Z). Now, Z has a fundamental matrix if and only if rank(A) = 2. In the steps of the algorithm, p( Note that could use Theorem 15 to exit early in Algorithm 1 if rank(Z) ≤ 4. This would not affect the overall running time or correctness of the algorithm.
The Essential Matrix
We now turn our attention to essential matrices. Let P 1 and P 2 be two noncoincident cameras. We write x i ∼ P 1 w i and y i ∼ P 2 w i for the images of the world point w i . Let us now assume that the calibration matrices K 1 and K 2 for P 1 and P 2 are known. Then recall from the introduction that an essential matrix E of the two normalized cameras K The set of essential matrices is the set of real 3 × 3 matrices of rank two with two equal (non-zero) singular values [Faugeras and Maybank, 1990] . We denote the set of essential matrices by (14) E R = {e ∈ P 8 R : σ 1 (E) = σ 2 (E) and σ 3 (E) = 0}, where σ i (E) denotes the i th singular value of the matrix E. This in particular implies that E R is contained entirely in R 2 \ R 1 .
Demazure [Demazure, 1988] showed
R : p j (e) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , 10 , (15) where the p j 's are homogeneous polynomials of degree three defined as  (16) p 10 := det(E). (17) Passing to the common complex roots of the cubics p 1 , . . . , p 10 , we get
This is an irreducible projective variety with dim(E C ) = 5 and degree(E C ) = 10 [Demazure, 1988] . We are primarily interested in the corresponding real projective variety E R ⊂ P 8 R . Remark 25. It is also possible to see from the Demazure cubics that E R ∩ R 1 = ∅. A Gröbner basis computation shows that the nine sum of squares polynomials
on the intersection. The vanishing of one such polynomial implies that either the ith row or jth column of E is zero, and the vanishing of all nine polynomials imply that all entries of E must be zero.
Our data consists of m point correspondences {(x i , y i ), i = 1, . . . , m}. We now assume that x i and y i are normalized image coordinates. We represent the correspondences by the matrix Z in (4). As in the uncalibrated case, we can write the epipolar constraints as Ze = 0. Thus Z has an essential matrix if and only if
Hence the existence of an essential matrix for the given correspondences is equivalent to the intersection of a subspace with a fixed real projective variety being non-empty.
If rank(Z) = 9 then Z has no essential matrix. The case rank(Z) = 8 is easy, since ker R (Z) is just a point in P Here we use that fact that given a pair of correspondences (x, y), there is always a rotation matrix R such that y ∼ Rx.
Given the dimension and degree of E C , Theorem 7 implies the following basic facts about the complex version of (19).
Lemma 29.
(1) If rank(Z) = 6 or 7 then ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅ for generic data Z. (2) If rank(Z) = 5 then ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅, and this intersection consists of precisely ten (complex) points when the given data Z are generic.
intersection is an irreducible variety of dimension 5−rank(Z) and degree 10.
For an essential matrix of Z to exist we need a real point in ker C (Z) ∩ E C . Therefore, for all ranks of Z, the existence of an essential matrix for Z is the delicate question of existence of real solutions for polynomial equations. Lemma 26 takes care of the situation in which rank(Z) = 8. However, certifying the existence of a real point in ker C (Z) ∩ E C is a considerably harder problem when rank(Z) ≤ 7. This, in theory, can be characterized by the real Nullstellensatz [Marshall, 2008] and checked degree by degree via semidefinite programming. However, this is a case by case computation, rather than a formula in terms of Z.
Before going further, one might wonder if there is, in fact, always a real point in ker C (Z) ∩ E C . We now show that sometimes, no point in ker C (Z) ∩ E C is real.
Example 30. We verified using Maple that the following set of five point correspondences has no essential matrix. All 10 points in ker C (Z) ∩ E C are complex.
By Lemmas 26 and 29, it remains to settle the cases of rank(Z) = 6 and 7. The rest of the paper will be devoted to these two cases.
For rank(Z) = 7, we will establish conditions on Z such that ker R (Z) ∩ E R = ∅. For rank(Z) = 6, we will have to settle for characterizing the data Z that satisfy ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅. This is certainly necessary for an essential matrix of Z to exist, and, as we shall see, already involves non-trivial mathematics. These ranks can be dealt with via a tool from algebraic geometry that we explain next.
3.1. The Chow form of a projective variety. Let V ⊂ P n C be an irreducible projective variety of dimension d and degree δ. Recall that a generic subspace L ⊂ P n C of dimension n − d will intersect V in δ points up to multiplicity, but if dim(L) < n − d then L will usually not intersect V. We consider all subspaces of dimension exactly n − d − 1 that do intersect V. To be concrete, let us express 
Here n = 3, d = 1 and δ = 3. The Chow form Ch C characterizes the set of all lines The resultant of two binary cubics mentioned above carries further information that will be useful for us later. The two cubics share a unique common root if and only if the Bézout matrix shown in (21) (whose determinant is Ch C (A)) has rank exactly two [Heinig and Rost, 1984, pp. 42] . In this case, this unique common root is real. Otherwise, the two cubics (assuming they are not scalar multiples of each other), share two roots and hence their greatest common divisor (gcd) is a quadratic polynomial. The roots of this quadratic are the two common roots and they are real or complex depending on sign of the discriminant of the quadratic gcd.
Note that we can also determine whether E C ∩ ker C (Z) = ∅ by computing a Gröbner basis of the set of Demazure polynomials and the epipolar constraints. By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, the intersection is empty if and only if the Gröbner basis contains 1. However, this is a blackbox that needs to be invoked for each Z. The Chow form on the other hand is a fixed polynomial, depending on E C , that just needs to be computed once. Both approaches are based on elimination theory.
3.2. rank(Z) = 6. Recall that E C ⊂ P 8 C is an irreducible variety of dimension 5 and degree 10. Hence, its Chow form Ch E C is a polynomial of degree 60 = 6 × 10 in the entries of a 6 × 9 matrix A. This polynomial tells precisely when ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅.
Theorem 32. Suppose rank(Z) = 6, and let Z ′ be any 6 × 9 submatrix of Z with
Proof: Since rank(Z) = 6, we have ker C (Z) = ker C (Z ′ ) for any 6 × 9 submatrix Z ′ of rank six. We saw earlier that Ch E C (Z ′ ) = 0 if and only if ker C (Z ′ ) ∩ E C = ∅.
The Chow form Ch E C is a polynomial of degree 60 in the 54 entries of the matrix Z. It has total degree 120 when expressed in the coordinates of the points x i and y i . So, this is a huge polynomial. It would be desirable to find a compact determinantal representation as that in Example 31, but presently we do not know such a formula.
Nevertheless, we can use Gröbner basis methods to compute specializations of Ch E C to few unknowns. For instance, when the given data Z depends on one or two parameters, we may wish to identify all parameter values for which an essential matrix exists. The following example illustrates that application of the Chow form.
Example 33. Suppose we are given the following six point correspondences:
Here u is a parameter. Each row of the corresponding 6 × 9-matrix Z depends linearly on u. We seek to find all values of u such that Z has an essential matrix.
The This polynomial has 60 distinct roots in C. Of these 60 roots, precisely 14 are real: −8.89730484, −8.11776207, −3.46539765, 1.14351885, 1.41344366, 1.45874375, 1.53593853, 1.57524505, 3.44472181, 4.64395895, 5.21709064, 7.35719977, 11.9592629, 19 .0073381. Despite the large size of Ch E C , a formula for it can be computed offline, once and for all, in a single preprocessing step. Thus, from the point of view of computational complexity, we can compute Ch E C in constant time. For any given data set with rank(Z) = 6, we can then plug a suitable 6 × 9-submatrix Z ′ into that formula to decide whether Ch E C (Z ′ ) = 0, and hence whether ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅, by Theorem 32. This furnishes an algorithm that runs in polynomial time in m for deciding whether a given Z has an essential matrix over C.
3.3. rank(Z) = 7. Also in this case we can use the Chow form of E C to characterize when ker
. This implies that, for a 6 × 7-matrix U of variables, the Chow form of E C must vanish when evaluated at the 6 × 9 matrix U Z ′ . Consider Ch E C (U Z ′ ) as a polynomial in the 42 variable entries of U . Let P be the set of coefficients of that polynomial. Thus P is a set of polynomials of degree 60 in the 63 entries of Z ′ . All these polynomials must vanish when ker
Theorem 34. The variety ker C (Z) ∩ E C is non-empty in P
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C if and only if, for all 7 × 9 submatrices Z ′ of Z of rank seven, we have p(Z ′ ) = 0 for all p ∈ P.
Proof: When rank(Z) = 7, we are intersecting E C , which is of codimension three, with a projective line in P 8 C . We argued above that if a line meets E C then every plane containing the line also meets E C . Conversely, if every plane containing a line meets E C then so does the line. This converse statement follows from Proposition 3.1 in [Dalbec and Sturmfels, 1995] after a projection onto P 7 C . In the case rank(Z) = 7, there is a simpler way to express the precise conditions under which ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅. This involves the Chow form of the cubic curve C from Example 31, and in fact, leads to an algorithm to decide when Z has a (real) essential matrix. We describe the details now.
Suppose that u, v ∈ R 9 is a basis of ker C (Z). Since any element of ker C (Z) is of the form λu + µv for λ, µ ∈ C, we have that ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅ if and only if there exist λ, µ ∈ C such that p j (λu + µv) = r j1 λ 3 + r j2 λ 2 µ + r j3 λµ 2 + r j4 µ 3 = 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10 where p j is a cubic in (16)- (17). We may express all 10 equations together as
and ω := λ 3 λ 2 µ λµ 2 µ 3 ⊤ parametrizes the cubic curve C ⊂ P 3 C in Example 31. This leads to the following useful facts.
Lemma 35.
(1) ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅ if and only if ker C (R) ∩ C = ∅. (2) Suppose rank(R) = 2 and let R ′ be a 2 × 4 submatrix of R that has rank 2. Then ker C (R) ∩ C = ∅ if and only if Ch C (R ′ ) = 0.
We can now use the above lemma to decide if Z has a (complex) essential matrix.
Corollary 36. We have ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅ if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) rank(R) ≤ 1.
(2) rank(R) = 2 and Ch C (R ′ ) = 0 for any 2 × 4 submatrix R ′ of R. (3) rank(R) = 3 and the unique point ω ∈ ker C (R) ⊂ P 3 C satisfies (24) rank ω 1 ω 2 ω 3 ω 2 ω 3 ω 4 = 1.
Proof:
By Lemma 35 (1), a necessary condition for ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅ is that rank(R) ≤ 3. If rank(R) ≤ 1, then ker C (R) has dimension at least two as a projective variety and hence will intersect C by Theorem 7. If rank(R) = 2 then we invoke Lemma 35 (2). If rank(R) = 3, then ker C (R) consists of a unique point ω ∈ P 3 C and ker C (Z) ∩ E C = ∅ if and only if this ω ∈ C. The 2 × 2 minors of the matrix in (24) are the polynomials that cut out C, and hence, ω ∈ C if and only if the rank condition in (24) holds.
In fact, the following algorithm will determine if Z has a (real) essential matrix.
Discussion
The study of fundamental and essential matrices has a long history in computer vision and photogrammetry Zisserman, 2003, Sturm, 2011] . However, this literature has primarily been focused on a few topics: the existence problem in the minimal case (i.e., m = 5 for essential matrices and m = 7 for fundamental matrices), estimation methods, and degenerate configurations in which these estimation methods break down.
We have presented a complete existence result for fundamental matrices. It describes a set of polynomial equations and inequations that must be satisfied for a fundamental matrix to exist, and it establishes a polynomial time algorithm (in m) for performing this check. It is a constructive (though not necessarily a numerically stable) procedure. An important point in our analysis is the characterization of the non-trivial gap between the constraints rank(F ) = 2 and det(F ) = 0.
For essential matrices, we gave a complete answer for rank(Z) ≤ 3 and rank(Z) ≥ 7. For 4 ≤ rank(Z) ≤ 6 we tackle the first step of finding complex solutions to the Demazure polynomials, but more work needs to be done to determine the existence of essential matrices which are real solutions to the Demazure cubics. Also, a more explicit construction of the Chow form of E C needs to be worked out to make our checks constructive.
Going forward there are a number of avenues for future work. The first, of course, is to complete the characterization of essential matrices for all ranks of Z. Another direction is the analogous existence question for trifocal and quadrifocal tensors.
The results presented in this paper are mostly in terms of the null space of the matrix Z. It is straightforward to translate them in terms of X and Y , but this does not pay any attention to the fact that each row of Z is a Kronecker product of the corresponding rows of X and Y . We believe that exploiting this significant structure will lead to new and simpler forms of our results. Last but not the least, we have ignored chirality, i.e., the constraint that the correspondences can be triangulated to 3D points that lie in front of the cameras. This is an interesting problem and will likely require significantly different techniques to deal with its semialgebraic nature.
